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I. INTRODUCTION
We study spherical functions on homogeneous superspaces arising from the complex general
linear supergroup. This is the first part of our endeavour to develop a theory of spherical functions
on Lie supergroups8,13 and quantum supergroups.12,28 The theory of spherical functions on ordi-
nary Lie groups has long reached its maturity ssee, e.g., Ref. 26d. There also exists extensive
literature on spherical functions9,18,14,3,17 on quantum symmetric spaces.10,17,3,4,11 However, little
seems to be known about spherical functions on Lie supergroups, let alone those on quantum
supergroups. On the other hand, supersymmetry and its quantum analogue have become an inte-
gral part of modern mathematical physics, and have also permeated many areas of pure math-
ematics. A good understanding of spherical functions on Lie supergroups and quantum super-
groups should facilitate practical means for studying the dynamics of physical systems with
classical or quantum supersymmetries.
We choose to work within a Hopf superalgebraic framework to study homogeneous super-
spaces, as it can incorporate both the Lie supergroup sas defined by Kostant8d and quantum
supergroup12,28 cases. Our methodology is similar to that adopted in the literature on quantum
homogeneous spaces.10,17,3,4,11 The starting point is the universal enveloping algebra Usgd of the
general linear superalgebra g=glsm un ,Cd, which is a cocommutative Hopf superalgebra.15 A
Z2-graded subalgebra CsGd ssee Definition 3.1d of the dual of the universal enveloping algebra
acquires a Hopf superalgebra structure, from which the general linear supergroup can be
reconstructed21 in a manner similar to the Tanakan–Krein theory for compact Lie groups. The
universal enveloping algebra admits many Hopf p-superalgebra structures, each corresponding to
a real form gs,˛i ssee Sec. IV A for definitiond of g. Each Hopf p-superalgebra structure u of Usgd
induces a Hopf p-superalgebraic structure on CsGd. We fix the u corresponding to one of the
compact real forms of g fsee Eq. s4.3dg. Let p,g be a parabolic subalgebra with Levi factor l, and
let k= løgs,˛i be the real form of l. Then the p-subalgebra CsK \Gd of CsGd invariant with respect
to k under the left translation defines a homogeneous superspace12 in the spirit of noncommutative
geometry.2 We shall call this superalgebra the superalgebra of functions on the homogeneous
superspace. Next we consider the subspace CsK \G /Kd of CsK \Gd consisting of elements that are
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invariant with respect to k under the right translation. It can be shown that CsK \G /Kd forms a
p-superalgebra, which will be referred to as the superalgebra of spherical functions on the homo-
geneous superspace.
Our aim in the present paper is to understand the structures of the superalgebras CsK \Gd and
CsK \G /Kd. The main results obtained are Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.5, and Lemma 4.6, which give
explicit descriptions of the superalgebra of functions on the homogeneous superspace and the
superalgebra of spherical functions. In the case of a homogeneous superspace associated to a
maximal rank reductive subgroup of a compact real form of the general linear supergroup, the
superalgebra of spherical functions is either the polynomial algebra in one variable or a quotient
thereof sTheorems 5.1 and 5.2d.
Recall that the space of functions on an ordinary Lie group has another natural algebraic
structure with the multiplication defined by convolution. In this context, the counter parts of
CsK \Gd and CsK \G /Kd form subalgebras under convolution, where the analogue of CsK \G /Kd is
the celebrated Hecke algebra.26 The Hecke algebras associated with Riemannian symmetric spaces
are commutative, and their elements provide the invariant integral operators acting on functions on
the symmetric spaces. It is an important problem to develop a theory for such Hecke algebras in
the Lie supergroup context, and to investigate properties of supersymmetric spaces from the
viewpoint of Hecke algebras. We plan to do this in a future publication, as the problem requires in-
depth investigations into the analytical theory of Lie supergroups.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we provide some preliminary material
on the complex general linear superalgebra and its invariant theory. In Sec. III we discuss the Hopf
superalgebra of functions on the general linear supergroup, and explain how the general linear
supergroup itself can be extracted from this Hopf superalgebra.21 The material in this section is not
all new, but it forms the basis for the study of homogeneous superspaces and spherical functions
in later sections. Sections IV and V contain the main results of the paper. In Sec. IV A we discuss
real forms of the complex general linear superalgebra and general linear supergroup from a Hopf
algebraic point of view. The material presented here is largely new, and we believe it to be
interesting in its own right. In Sec. IV B we explain the notion of homogeneous superspaces in a
Hopf algebraic setting, and in Sec. IV C we investigate the superalgebras of spherical functions on
the homogeneous superspaces. In Sec. V we analyze in detail the superalgebras of spherical
functions on the projective superspace and other symmetric superspaces arising from maximal
rank subgroups of real forms of the general linear supergroup.
II. PRELIMINARIES ON glm zn,C
We present some background material on the universal enveloping superalgebra of the general
linear Lie superalgebra, which will be used later. General references are Refs. 6 and 19.
We shall work on the complex number field C for simplicity. Let W be a superspace, i.e., a
Z2-graded vector space W=W0¯ % W1¯, where W0¯ and W1¯ are the even and odd subspaces, respec-
tively. The elements of W0¯ łW1¯ will be called homogeneous. Define a map f g :W0¯ łW1¯→Z2 by
fwg=a if wPWa. sQuite generally, whenever a symbol like fwg appears in the sequel, it is tacitly
assumed that the element w is homogeneous.d The dual superspace sZ2-graded dual vector spaced
of W will be denoted by W*, and the dual space pairing W* ^ W→C by k,l.
Denote by g the Lie superalgebra glsm un ,Cd. A standard basis for g is hEab ua ,bPIj, where
I= h1,2 , . . . ,m+nj The element Eab belongs to g1¯ if ałm,b, or błm,a, and belongs to g0¯
otherwise. For convenience, we define the map
f g:I → Z2 by fag =H0¯ if a ł m ,
1¯ if a . m .
J
Then fEabg= fag+ fbg. The supercommutation relations of the Lie superalgebra are given for the
basis elements by
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fEab,Ecdg = Eaddbc − s− 1dsfag−fbgdsfcg−fdgdEcbdad.
As usual, we choose the Cartan subalgebra h= %aCEaa. Let hea uaPIj be the basis of h* such that
easEbbd=dab. The space h* is equipped with a bilinear form s,d :h*3h*→C such that sea ,ebd
= s−1dfagdab. The roots of g are ea−eb, aÞb, where ea−eb is even if fag+ fbg=0¯ and odd other-
wise. We choose as positive roots the elements of hea−eb ua,bj, and as simple roots the elements
of hea−ea+1 ua,m+nj.
The enveloping algebra Usglsm un ,Cdd of glsm un ,Cd will be denoted by Usgd. We shall always
regard g as embedded in Usgd in the natural way. As is well known, Usgd forms a Z2-graded
cocommutative Hopf algebra si.e., a Hopf superalgebrad in the sense of Ref. 15, with
comultiplication, D :Usgd → Usgd ^ Usgd, DsXd = X ^ 1 + 1 ^ X, X P g ,
counit, e:Usgd → C, esXd = 0, X P g ,
antipode, S:Usgd → Usgd, SsXd = − X, X P g .
In particular, this Hopf superalgebra structure allows us to introduce a natural left Usgd-module
structure on the dual superspace W* of any left Usgd-module W, with the Usgd-action given by
Usgd ^ W* → W*, x ^ w¯ ° xw¯ ,
kxw¯,vl “ s− 1dfxgfw¯ gkw¯,Ssxdvl, " v P W .
As it stands, the last equation only makes sense for homogeneous w¯PW* and homogeneous x
PUsgd, but it can be extended to all elements of W* and Usgd linearly.
We shall denote by Ll the irreducible left Usgd-module with highest weight lPh*. The
module Ll is finite-dimensional if and only if l is dominant,7,19 i.e.,
2sl,ea − ea+1d/sea − ea+1,ea − ea+1d P Z+ " a Þ m . s2.1d
A basic problem in the representation theory of Lie superalgebras is to understand the weight
space decompositions of the finite dimensional irreducible representations. However, the problem
turned out to be unexpectedly difficult, resisting solution for some 20 years. Only a few years ago,
Serganova22 succeeded in developing an algorithm to compute formal characters of irreducible
representations.
Of particular importance to us here is the contravariant vector module V=Le1 of g. It has the
standard basis hva uaPIj such that Eabvc=dbcva, where va is even if ałm, and odd otherwise. The
dual module V* of V is the covariant vector module with highest weight −em+n. It has a basis
hv¯a uaPIj dual to the standard basis of V, i.e., kv¯a ,vbl=dab. The action of g on V* is given by
Eabv¯c = − s− 1dfag+fagfbgdacv¯b. s2.2d
As the antipode of Usgd is of order two, there is a Usgd-module isomorphism between V and its
double dual V**“ sV*d*,
V > V**, v ° v**,
kv**,w¯l = s− 1dfvgkw¯,vl, " w¯ P V*.
Remark 2.1: sReference 27d For all d.0, V^d is a semisimple Usgd-module, which does not
contain any one-dimensional submodule.
Let Sd be the symmetric group on d letters. There exists a natural action rd of Sd on V^d
defined in the following way. Let si denote the permutation si , i+1d. Then
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rdssidsva1 ^ fl ^ vai−1 ^ vai ^ vai+1 ^ vai+2 fl ^ vadd
= s− 1dfaigfai+1gva1 ^ fl ^ vai−1 ^ vai+1 ^ vai ^ vai+2 fl ^ vad.
Let us denote by td the representation of Usgd in V^d, and denote by CSd the group algebra of Sd.
The following result was first proven by Sergeev24,25 ssee Ref. 1 for a detailed treatmentd.
Theorem 2.1: The superalgebras tdsUsgdd and rdsCSdd are mutual centralizers in EndCsV^dd.
Let W be a finite dimensional Usgd-module. Let p :Usgd→EndCsWd be the
Usgd-representation furnished by W. Then EndCsWd acquires a natural Usgd-module structure
under the action
Usgd ^ EndCsWd → EndCsWd, x ^ f ° Adxsfd ,
Adxsfd “ o
sxd
s− 1dfxs2dgffgpsxs1ddfpsSsxs2ddd ,
where we have used Sweedler’s notation Dsxd=osxdxs1d ^ xs2d for the comultiplication of x
PUsgd. There exists the natural isomorphism j :W ^ W*>EndCsWd of Usgd modules defined, for
any u ^ v¯ PW ^ W* and wPW, by
jsu ^ v¯dswd = kv¯ ,wlu .
For any Usgd-module M, we use the notation sMdUsgd to denote the invariant submodule
sMdUsgd “ hw P Muxw = esxdw, " x P Usgdj .
We have
sW ^ W*dUsgd > EndUsgdsWd “ hf P EndCsWduAdxsfd = esxdf, " x P Usgdj . s2.3d
Consider V^k ^ sV*d^, as a Usgd-module, where the Usgd-action is defined by using the comulti-
plication. The element Z=oaEaa acts on V^k ^ sV*d^, by sk−,did. This immediately shows that
sV^k ^ sV*d^,dUsgd = h0j if k Þ , . s2.4d
As sV^dd*>sV*d^d, we have the Usgd-module isomorphism
j:V^d ^ sV*d^d → EndCsV^dd .
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that the even subspace of sV^d ^ sV*d^ddUsgd is isomorphic to j−1
+rdsCSdd. Let g0¯ =glsmd % glsnd be the maximal even subalgebra of g. Both V and V* naturally
restrict to g0¯-modules. By using Weyl’s first fundamental theorem for the invariant theory of the
general linear group,5 we easily prove that sV^d ^ sV*d^ddUsg0¯d is contained in the even subspace of
V^d ^ sV*d^d. Since
sV^d ^ sV*d^ddUsg0¯d . sV^d ^ sV*d^ddUsgd,
we have
sV^d ^ sV*d^ddUsgd = j−1 + rdsCSdd . s2.5d
This result may be stated more explicitly as follows.
Theorem 2.2: sReference 25d The vector space sV^d ^ sV*d^ddUsgd is spanned by the following
elements:
o
a1,. . .,ad
sgnss,a1, . . . ,add ^ vass1d ^ vass2d ^ . . . ^ vassdd ^ v¯ad ^ v¯ad−1 ^ . . . v¯a1, " s P Sd,
s2.6d
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where sgnss ,a1 , . . . ,add is a sign factor which is determined by the restriction of s on the subset
of odd indices in ha1 , . . . ,adj in such a way that if the restriction is even then sgnss ,a1 , . . . ,add is
1 and −1 otherwise.
We shall refer to both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 as the first fundamental theorem of the invariant
theory of the general linear supergroup.
III. SUPERALGEBRAS OF FUNCTIONS ON THE GENERAL LINEAR SUPERGROUP
We examine properties of the Hopf superalgebra of regular functions on the general linear
supergroup in this section. The material presented here is of critical importance for setting up the
framework for studying spherical functions. Some of the material can be extracted from Refs. 20
and 21.
Let Usgd0“ hf PUsgd* uker f contains a cofinite Z2- graded ideal of Usgdj be the finite dual16
of the universal enveloping algebra Usgd of g. Standard Hopf algebra theory15,16 asserts that the
Hopf superalgebra structure of Usgd induces a Hopf superalgebra structure on Usgd0. Denote by
m+, D+, e+, and S+ the multiplication, comultiplication, counit, and antipode of Usgd0, respectively.
The maps are defined for all f , gPUsgd0, and a , bPUsgd, by
km+sf ^ gd,al = kf ^ g,Dsadl ,
kD+sfd,a ^ bl = kf ,abl ,
kS+sfd,al = kf ,Ssadl ,
and 1Usgd0 =e, e+=1Usgd. Because Usgd is supercocommutative, Usgd0 is supercommutative. Recall
that S2=id and hence also S+
2
=id. For convenience, we shall drop the subscript 0 from the nota-
tions for the multiplication, comultiplication, and antipode of Usgd0.
Let p be a Usgd-representation of dimension d,‘. Now for any xPUsgd, psxd is a
d3d-matrix. We define a set of elements pij PUsgd*, i , j=1,2 , . . . ,d, by
psxd = spijsxddi,j=1
d
, " x P Usgd .
The pij will be called the matrix elements of p. It is easy to see that the matrix elements of every
finite-dimensional representation of Usgd belong to Usgd0. Conversely, Usgd0 is spanned by the
matrix elements of all the finite-dimensional representations of Usgd. To see this, we only need to
consider an arbitrary nonzero element f PUsgd0. Let Ker be a graded cofinite ideal of Usgd
contained in the kernel of f . Then Usgd /Ker forms a left Usgd-module,
Usgd ^ Usgd/Ker → Usgd/Ker,
y ^ sx + Kerd ° yx + Ker.
Let hxi+Kerj be a basis of Usgd /Ker, and denote by f ij the matrix elements of the associated
representation relative to this basis. Choose a set of complex numbers ciPC such that 1Usgd
+Ker=oicixi+Ker, where the set 1Usgd+Ker is not contained in the kernel of f since f Þ0. Then
f =oi,jcikf ,xjlf ji.
We denote by t the Usgd-representation associated with the contravariant vector module V
=Le1 in the standard basis, and denote its matrix elements by tabPUsgd
0
, a ,bPI, where tab is even
if fag+ fbg=0¯ , and odd otherwise. Note that
tabsEcdd = dacdbd.
Denote by t¯ the covariant vector representation of Usgd relative to the basis hv¯a uaPIj. Let t¯ab
PUsgd0, a ,bPI, be the matrix elements of t¯. Then
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t¯absEcdd = − s− 1dfagfbg+fbgdbcdad.
Note that t¯ab is even if fag+ fbg=0¯ , and odd otherwise.
Definition 3.1: sReference 20d Let CsGd be the subsuperalgebra of Usgd0 generated by
htab , t¯ab ua ,bPIj.
The following relations hold in CsGd:
o
c
tact¯bcs− 1dfcgfag+fbg = dab, o
c
t¯catcbs− 1dfbgfcg+fcg = dab, s3.1d
because t and t¯ are dual representations of Usgd. More precisely, the first relation states that the
canonical tensor ocvc ^ v¯cPV ^ V* is Usgd-invariant, while the second relation means that the
dual pairing k,l: V* ^ V→C is a Usgd-module homomorphism.
CsGd has a bisuperalgebra structure, with the comultiplication defined by
Dstabd = o
cPI
s− 1dsfcg−fagdsfcg−fbgdtac ^ tcb,
Dst¯abd = o
cPI
s− 1dsfcg−fagdsfcg−fbgdt¯ac ^ t¯cb.
Let us also denote by S the antipode of Usgd0. By using the definition of dual modules we can
show that
Sstabd = s− 1dfagfbg+fagt¯ba, Sst¯abd = s− 1dfagfbg+fbgtba. s3.2d
The following result was proven in Ref. 20.
Proposition 3.1: sReference 20d (1) CsGd forms a Hopf sub-superalgebra of Usgd0. (2) CsGd
is dense in Usgd* in the following sense: for every nonzero element xPUsgd, there exists some
f PCsGd such that kf ,xlÞ0.
Let L denote a finite-dimensional Grassmann algebra. Recall that the general linear super-
group GLsm un ,Ld over L is the group of even invertible sm+nd3 sm+nd-matrices with entries in
L. It was shown in Ref. 21 that GLsm un ,Ld can be reconstructed from CsGd in the following way.
The Z2-graded vector space HomCsCsGd ,Ld has a natural superalgebra structure, with the multi-
plication defined for any f and c by
sfcdsfd “ o
sfd
s− 1dffs1dgfcgfsf s1ddcsf s2dd, " f P CsGd , s3.3d
where we have used Sweedler’s notation expressing the comultiplication Dsfd of any f PCsGd by
osfdf s1d ^ f s2d.
Theorem 3.1: sReference 21d Let GC“ hsuperalgebra homomorphisms CsGd→Lj. Then with
the multiplication defined by (3.3), the set GC forms a group, which is isomorphic to GLsm un ,Ld.
We shall not repeat the proof of the theorem here, but merely point out that the inverse a−1 of
any element aPGC is given by a−1sfd=asSsfdd, for all f PCsGd.
We shall refer to the elements of CsGd as the regular functions on the general linear super-
group. We now consider their properties. Note that there exists two natural left actions dR and dL
of Usgd on CsGd, respectively, corresponding to the left and right translations. For all xPUsgd,
f PCsGd,
dRxsfd = o
sfd
s− 1dfxgffgf s1dkf s2d,xl ,
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dLxsfd = o
sfd
s− 1dfxgkf s1d,Ssxdlf s2d. s3.4d
Equivalently, the equations in s3.4d can be rewritten in the form
kdRxsfd,yl = s− 1dfxgsffg+fygdkf ,yxl, kdLxsfd,yl = s− 1dfxgffgkf ,Ssxdyl , s3.5d
for all x ,yPUsgd and f PCsGd. Straightforward calculations show that each of dL and dR indeed
converts CsGd into a sgradedd left Usgd-module. With respect to this module structure the product
map of CsGd is a Usgd-module homomorphism, and the unit element of CsGd is Usgd-invariant.
Take dL as an example, we have
o
sxd
s− 1dfxs2dgffgdLxs1dsfd ^ dLxs1dsgd ° dLxsfgd, " f ,g P Usgd0, x P Usgd ,
dLxsed = esxde, " x P Usgd . s3.6d
This is saying that each of the actions dL and dR converts CsGd into a left Usgd-module
superalgebra.16 The two actions supercommute as can be easily checked. Thus CsGd forms a left
Usgd ^ Usgd-module algebra, with the action
sx ^ ydf = dLx dRysfd, " x,y P Usgd, f P CsGd .
The fact that the product map in CsGd is a module homomorphism means that the operators dRx
and dLx behave as some sort of generalized superderivations. In particular, if xPg, they are
superderivations.
To better understand the structure of CsGd, we let X=V ^ V* and X¯ =V* ^ V. Using the stan-
dard bases of V and V* we manufacture the bases hxab“vb ^ v¯aj and hx¯ab“v¯b ^ vaj for X and X¯ ,
respectively. Denote by CfX ,X¯ g the Z2-graded symmetric algebra of X % X¯ . Then CfX ,X¯ g as an
associative superalgebra can be described more explicitly as generated by xab, x¯ab, a ,bPI,
subject to the relations
xabxcd = s− 1dsfbg−fagdsfdg−fcgdxcdxab,
xabx¯cd = s− 1dsfbg−fagdsfcg−fdgdx¯cdxab,
x¯abx¯cd = s− 1dsfag−fbgdsfcg−fdgdx¯cdx¯ab.
The generators xab and x¯ab are even if fag+ fbg=0¯ , and odd otherwise. Stated differently, the
2sm2+n2d even generators generate a polynomial algebra, the 4mn odd generators generate a
Grassmann algebra with the standard grading, and CfX ,X¯ g is the tensor product of the two. Let J
be the sgradedd ideal of CfX ,X¯ g generated by the following elements:
o
c
xacx¯bcs− 1dfcgfag+fbg − dab, o
c
x¯caxcbs− 1dfbgfcg+fcg − dab, a,b P I . s3.7d
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2: sReference 20d The assignments xab° tab, x¯ab° t¯ab, a ,bPI specify a well-
defined superalgebra isomorphism j :CfX ,X¯ g /J→CsGd.
Define two left Usgd-actions on X % X¯ ,
F:Usgd ^ sX % X¯ d → X % X¯ , u ^ w ° Fsudw ,
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C:Usgd ^ sX % X¯ d → X % X¯ , u ^ w ° Csudw ,
by
Fsudsvb ^ v¯ad = s− 1dfuguvb ^ v¯a,
Csudsvb ^ v¯ad = s− 1dfugfbgvb ^ uv¯a,
Fsudsv¯b ^ vad = s− 1dfuguv¯b ^ va,
Csudsv¯b ^ vad = s− 1dfugsfug+fbgdv¯b ^ uva, u P Usgd .
These actions supercommute, and can both be extended to left Usgd-actions on CfX ,X¯ g by
Fsxdsp1p2d = o s− 1dfxs2dgfp1gsFsxs1ddp1dsFsxs2ddp2d ,
Csxdsp1p2d = o s− 1dfxs2dgfp1gsCsxs1ddp1dsCsxs2ddp2d ,
where p1 , p2PCfX ,X¯ g and xPUsgd. This gives rise to a Usgd ^ Usgd-module algebra structure on
CfX ,X¯ g. Note that the Usgd ^ Usgd-action leaves the ideal J invariant. Thus we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.2: The map j :CfX ,X¯ g /J→CsGd of Theorem 2 is a Usgd ^ Usgd-module alge-
bra isomorphism, with
jssCsxd ^ Fsyddpd = sdLx ^ dRydjspd, " x,y P Usgd, p P CfX,X¯ g .
IV. HOMOGENEOUS SUPERSPACES AND SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
Recall the following well-known fact in the context of classical homogeneous spaces: if H is
a compact semisimple Lie group, and HC is its complexification, then for any parabolic subgroup
Q of HC, we have HC /Q=H /R, where R is the intersection of the Levi factor of Q with H. We
shall imitate this construction in the algebraic setting for Lie supergroups. For this we need to
discuss real forms of the complex general linear superalgebra and the general linear supergroup.
A. Real forms
Let us begin by briefly discussing the notion of Hopf p-superalgebras.28 A p-superalgebraic
structure on an associative superalgebra A is a conjugate linear anti-involution u: A→A: for all
x ,yPA, c ,c8PC,
uscx + c8yd = c¯usxd + c¯8usyd, usxyd = usydusxd, u2sxd = x .
Note that the second equation does not involve any sign factors as one would normally expect of
superalgebras. We shall sometimes use the notation sA ,ud for the p-superalgebra A with the
p-structure u. Let sB ,u1d be another associative p-superalgebra. Now A ^ B has a natural superal-
gebra structure, with the multiplication defined for any a ,a8PA and b ,b8PB by
sa ^ bdsa8 ^ b8d = s− 1dfbgfa8gaa8 ^ bb8,
where s−1dfbgfa8g is the usual sign factor required for exchanging positions of odd elements.
Furthermore, the following conjugate linear map,
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u!u1:a ^ b ° s1 ^ u1sbddsusad ^ 1d = s− 1dfagfbgusad ^ u1sbd , s4.1d
defines a p-superalgebraic structure on A ^ B.
Let us assume that A is a Hopf superalgebra with comultiplication D, counit e and antipode S.
If the p-superalgebraic structure u satisfies
su!udD = Du, ue = eu ,
then A is called a Hopf p-superalgebra. Now
s “ Su
satisfies s2= idA, as follows from the definition of the antipode.
Let A0 denote the finite dual of A, which has a natural Hopf superalgebraic structure. We shall
still use D and S to, respectively, denote the comultiplication and antipode of A0, but write its
counit as eo. If A is a Hopf p-superalgebra with the Hopf p-superalgebraic structure u, then s
=Su induces a map v: A0→A0 defined for any f PA0 by
kvsfd,xl = kf ,ssxdl, " x P A . s4.2d
Lemma 4.1: The map v: A0→A0 defined by (4.2) gives rise to a Hopf p-superalgebraic
structure on A0.
Proof: It is clear that v is conjugate linear. Also, s2=idA implies v2=idA0. For all f ,gPA0,
x ,yPA, we have
kvsfgd,xl = kfg,ssxdl = kf ^ g,sS ^ Sdsu!udD8sxdl
= s− 1dffgfggkvsfd ^ vsgd,D8sxdl = kvsgdvsfd,xl ,
that is, vsfgd=vsgdvsfd. Define v!v as in s4.1d, we have
ksv!vdDsfd,x ^ yl = s− 1dfxgfygkDsfd,ssxd ^ ssydl = kf ,ssxydl
= kvsfd,xyl = kDvsfd,x ^ yl ,
that is sv!vdDsfd=Dvsfd. It is easy to show that v also satisfies all the other minor requirements
to qualify as a Hopf p-superalgebraic structure on A0. j
The universal enveloping algebra of the general linear superalgebra admits many Hopf
p-superalgebraic structures. Let us fix one Hopf p-superalgebraic structure u: Usgd→Usgd here.
As g is canonically embedded in Usgd, the restriction of u to g defines a conjugate anti-involution
of the Lie superalgebra. Let g0¯
s
and g1¯
s be the fixed point sets of g0¯ and g1¯ under s, respectively.
Let gs,˛i,g be the real span of g0¯
s
ł˛ig1¯
s
. Then gs,˛i forms a real Lie superalgebra, which is a real
form of g. However, note that the s-invariants of g do not form a real subalgebra of g if g1¯
s is
nontrivial. This is the reason for us to consider gs,˛i instead.
Denote by URsgs,˛id the real universal enveloping algebra of gs,˛i, which is embedded in Usgd
in the natural way. Furthermore,
Usgd = C^RURsgs,
˛id .
By Lemma 4.1, the Hopf p-superalgebraic structure u induces a Hopf p-superalgebraic structure
v: CsGd→CsGd on CsGd. By using the embedding of the real associative superalgebra URsgs,˛id in
Usgd, we can see that f PCsGd vanishes if and only if kf ,xl=0, for all xPURsgs,˛id. Therefore
elements of CsGd can be considered as complex valued functionals on the real superalgebra
URsgs,˛id. From this point of view, we should interpret CsGd as the p-superalgebra of functions on
some real supergroup G. Now let us make this discussion more precise.
Let L be the complex Grassmann algebra introduced in Sec. III. Let −: L→L be a complex
conjugation operation on supernumbers fi.e., sL , −d is a p-superalgebrag. Theorem 3.1 shows that
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all the superalgebra homomorphisms CsGd→L form a supergroup GC, which is isomorphic to
GLsm un ,Ld. A homomorphism a: CsGd→L will be called a p-superalgebra homomorphism if it
preserves the p-superalgebraic structures in the sense that asvsfdd=asfd, for all f PCsGd. The
following result can be easily proven.
Lemma 4.2: If an element a of GC is a p-superalgebra homomorphism, then its inverse is also
a p-superalgebra homomorphism. The product of any two p-superalgebra homomorphisms in GC
is again a p-superalgebra homomorphism.
Proof: We shall prove the first statement only. The second one can be shown in a similar way.
Recall that the inverse of aPGC is defined by
ka−1, fl = ka,Ssfdl, " f P CsGd .
Now if a is a p-superalgebra homomorphism, then for all f PCsGd,
ka−1,vsfdl = ka,Svsfdl = ka,Ssfdl = ka−1, fl .
This shows that a−1 is indeed a p-superalgebra homomorphism. j
Introduce the map uˇ : GC→GC defined by
kuˇ sad, fl = ka,vSsfdl, " f P CsGd .
We need to show that the image of uˇ indeed lies in GC. For any f ,gPCsGd, we have
kuˇ sad, fgl = s− 1dffgfggka,vSsfdvSsgdl
= s− 1dffgfggka ^ a,vSsfd ^ vSsgdl
= s− 1dffgfggka,vSsfdlka,vSsgdl
= ka,vSsgdlka,vSsfdl
= ka,vSsfdl · ka,vSsgdl
= kuˇ sad, flkuˇ sad,gl .
Therefore, uˇ sad is a superalgebra homomorphism from CsGd to L, thus is indeed an element of
GC.
Definition 4.1: G“ h*-superalgebra homomorphism CsGd→Lj.
Theorem 4.1: G forms a subgroup of GC. Furthermore, uˇ sad=a−1 for all aPG.
Proof: The fact that G forms a subgroup immediately follows from the above lemma. If a
PG, we have
kuˇ sad, fl = ka,vSsfdl = ka,Ssfdl
= ka−1,Ssfdl, " f P CsGd .
This confirms the second claim. j
B. Spherical functions on homogeneous superspaces
Hereafter we fix a Hopf p-superalgebraic structure u for Usgd, which is defined for all the
generators by
u:Eab ° Eba. s4.3d
The associated real form glsm un ;Cds,˛i of the general linear superalgebra is one of the compact
real forms of the general linear superalgebra, which probably deserves the notation usm und be-
cause it contains the maximal even subalgebra usmd % usnd. sThe unitarizable representations of
this compact real form comprise the tensor powers of the natural representation, while the unita-
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rizable representations of the other compact real form are the duals of these representations.27d
Direct calculations can show that the Hopf p-superalgebraic structure on CsGd induced by u is
given by
vstabd = s− 1dfbgsfag+fbgdt¯ab, vst¯abd = s− 1dfbgsfag+fbgdtab. s4.4d
The real supergroup G has body Usmd3Usnd.
Let p be a parabolic subalgebra of g with Levi factor l. Let k= ls,˛i be the real form of l, which
is a subalgebra of gs,˛i. Denote by URskd the universal enveloping algebra of k over R. Note that
URsgs,˛id inherits a real Hopf superalgebra structure from Usgd, and URskd inherits a real Hopf
superalgebra structure from URsgs,˛id. Let us introduce the following definition.
Definition 4.2:
CsK \ Gd “ hf P CsGdudLksfd = eskdf , " k P URskdj . s4.5d
Note the following obvious fact, which will be used immediately below:
CsK \ Gd “ hf P CsGdudLksfd = eskdf , " k P Usldj . s4.6d
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3: CsK \Gd forms a p-subalgebra of CsGd, which is also a left coideal of CsGd.
Proof: Since Usld is a Hopf subalgebra of Usgd, we have Dskd=oskdks1d ^ ks2dPUsld ^ Usld for
all kPUsld. If a ,bPCsK \Gd, then by s4.6d,
dLksabd = o s− 1dfas2dgfbs1dg+fkgkas1dbs1d,Sskdlas2dbs2d
= o s− 1dfas2dgfks1dg+fkgkas1d,Ssks2ddlbs1d,Ssks1ddas2dbs2d
= o s− 1dfkgesks1ddkas1d,Ssks2ddlas2db = eskdab, " k P Usld .
Thus abPCsK \Gd.
Given any f PCsK \Gd, we have dLksvsfdd=vsdLuskdsfdds−1dfkgsfkg+ffgd for all kPUsld. As Usld
is u invariant, we have dLuskdsfd=eskdf . Thus
dLksvsfdd = eskdvsfd, " k P Usld .
Also, a straightforward calculation shows that
sdLk ^ iddDsfd = eskdDsfd, " k P Usld .
Thus CsK \Gd is a left coideal. This completes the proof. j
The subalgebra CsK \Gd consists of the elements of CsGd which are invariant with respect to
URskd under left translation. Following the general philosophy of noncommutative geometry,2 we
may take the viewpoint that CsK \Gd defines an algebraic homogeneous superspace.12 We shall
refer to CsK \Gd as the superalgebra of functions on the homogeneous superspace. Also a word
about the notation CsK \Gd: here K is used to indicate some real subsupergroup of G with Lie
superalgebra k.
Remark 4.1: Since CsGd and CsK \Gd are all p-superalgebras, their elements are in general not
holomorphic functions on the supergroup. This is a particularly welcome fact, as it indicates that
our construction can lead to analogues of compact complex super manifolds like projective su-
perspaces. As is well known from the Gelfand–Naimark theorem, the continuous functions on a
compact manifold determine the manifold completely, even when the manifold is complex, where
all the holomorphic functions are constants.
Remark 4.2: In the quantum group context, one usually considers left or right coideal subal-
gebras of the algebra of functions10,17,3,11 in the place of CsK \Gd. By Lemma 4.3 CsK \Gd forms a
left coideal subalgebra of CsGd.
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Because the two left actions dR and dL of Usgd on CsGd supercommute, the subalgebra
CsK \Gd of CsGd forms a left module algebra over Usgd under the action dR. We shall study the
dRsURskdd-invariant subspace of CsK \Gd. Let us first generalize the definition of zonal spherical
functions26 to the supergroup setting. We shall refer to elements of the following space as spherical
functions on the homogeneous superspace.
Definition 4.3:
CsK \ G/Kd “ hf P CsK \ GdudRksfd = eskdf , " k P URskdj . s4.7d
Similar arguments as those in the proof of Lemma 4.3 show the following.
Lemma 4.4: The subspace CsK \G /Kd forms a p-subalgebra of CsK \Gd. Obviously
CsK \ G/Kd = hf P CsK \ GdudRxsfd = esxdf , " x P Usldj , s4.8d
where l is the complexification of k. The fact will be used in the next section to prove Theorem
4.2.
C. Structure of superalgebra of spherical functions
Let l be a reductive subalgebra of g generated by Eaa, aPI, and Ec,c+1, Ec+1,c with c
belonging to some proper subset of I \ hm+nj. As in the last section, we let
k = ls,
˛i
.
See Remark 4.3 for further discussions on this choice of k. The main result here is Theorem 4.2,
which enables us to obtain the superalgebras CsK \Gd and CsK \G /Kd from the invariants of
CfX ,X¯ g. An explicit description of the generators of these superalgebras will also be given in
Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6.
Theorem 4.2: When k= ls,˛i, we have
CsK \ Gd = hjspdup P CfX,X¯ gCsUslddj ,
s4.9d
CsK \ G/Kd = hjspdup P CfX,X¯ gCsUsldd^FsUslddj .
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is carried out
in two steps. We first show that the theorem holds when l=kC is even, that is, when l is a reductive
Lie subalgebra of g. Then we use this fact to prove the general case. In the process of proving the
theorem, we also establish Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. We mention that Eqs. s4.6d and s4.8d will be used
repeatedly in the proof without further warning.
1. Proof of Theorem 4.2 for l even
In this case we can find a set of positive integers ki, i=1,2 , . . . ,r ,r+1, . . . ,s such that
oi=1
r ki=m, o j=r+1
s kj =n, and l= % i=1
s glskid. More explicitly,
l = 51A1 00 As2uAi P glskid6 , g .
Proposition 3.2 implies the following short exact sequence:
0 → J → CfX,X¯ g→
J
CsGd → 0
in the category of Usld ^ Usld-module superalgebras. Since the various Usld and Usld ^ Usld ac-
tions on J, CfX ,X¯ g and CsGd are all semisimple, we have the following short exact sequences of
Usld ^ Usld-modules:
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0 → JCsUsldd → CfX,X¯ gCsUsldd → CsGddLUsld → 0,0 → JCsUsldd^FsUsldd → CfX,X¯ gCsUsldd^FsUsldd
→ CsGddLUsld^dRUsld → 0,
where CsK \Gd=CsGddLUsld and CsK \G /Kd=CsGddLUsld^dRUsld. These are also short exact sequences
of Usld ^ Usld-module algebras, thus they imply the claims of Theorem 4.2 in the case under
consideration.
Let us now describe the algebras CsK \Gd and CsK \G /Kd more carefully. Set li=ot=1
i kt. Recall
that CfX ,X¯ g is the symmetric algebra in X % X¯ where X=V ^ V¯ and X¯ =V¯ ^ V. Restricted to a
Usld-module, V decomposes into
V = % i=1
s Vi
skid
.
The ideal glskid of l acts on Vi
skid by the natural representation, and acts on all other submodules
trivially. There is also an analogous decomposition of the restriction of V¯ to a Usld-module. By
applying the first fundamental theorem of the invariant theory of the general linear group,5 we
obtain that the subalgebra CfX ,X¯ gCsUsldd of CfX ,X¯ g is generated by
Cˆ ab
sid “ o
c=1+li−1
li
xcax¯cb, i = 1,2, . . . ,s, a,b P I .
It then immediately follows that CsK \Gd is generated by
Cab
sid “ jsCˆ absidd = o
c=1+li−1
li
tcat¯cb, i = 1,2, . . . ,s, a,b P I .
Note that the C
ab
sid
are not algebraically independent, for example, for a ,bPI the following
hold:
o
i=1
s
Cab
sids− 1dflig = dab, o
a=1
m+n
Cab
sid
= ki. s4.10d
Thus the elements of the set hC
ab
sid u iÞs ;a ,bPIj can also generate CsK \Gd. By using the fact that
tab and t¯cd supercommute, one can verify the following proposition easily.
Proposition 4.1: We have
Cab
sidCcd
sjd
= s− 1dsfag+fbgdsfcg+fdgdCcd
sjdCab
sid
, s4.11d
in particular, if fag+ fbg=1 then sC
ab
sidd2=0. Thus for fixed i, there is an onto algebra homomor-
phism CfXg→ kC
ab
sid ua ,bPIl, where CfXg is the subalgebra of CfX ,X¯ g generated by X, and
kC
ab
sid ua ,bPIl is the subalgebra of CsK \Gd generated by hC
ab
sid ua ,bPIj.
In a similar way we can show that CfX ,X¯ gCsUsldd^FsUsldd is generated by
Cˆ si,jd “ o
a=1+lj−1
lj
o
c=1+li−1
li
xcax¯ca, i, j = 1,2, . . . ,s ,
and CsK \G /Kd is generated by
Csi,jd “ jsCˆ si,jdd = o
a=1+lj−1
lj
o
c=1+li−1
li
tcat¯ca, i, j = 1,2, . . . ,s .
Again, the Csi,jd are not algebraically independent, for example,
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o
i=1
s
Csi,jds− 1dflig = kj, o
j=1
s
Csi,jds− 1dfljg = ki. s4.12d
Thus the elements of the set hCsi,jd u i , jÞrj generate CsK \G /Kd.
2. Proof of Theorem 4.2 for generic l
The most general form of l is as follows. There exists a set of positive integers ki as in the last
section such that
l = s% i=1
r−1glskidd % glskrukr+1d % s% j=r+2
s glskjdd .
More explicitly, we have
l =5*1
 0
Ar−1
B
Ar+2
0 
As
2*Ai P glskid ,B P glskrukr+1d6 .
Note that l contains the maximal even subalgebra l0= % i=1
s glskid.
We first consider the subalgebra CsGddLUsl0d of CsGd. By using results of the last section, we
can immediately see that CsGddLUsl0d is generated by the elements of hC
ab
sid u iÞr ;a ,bPIj. Now
CsK \ Gd = hf P CsGddLUsl0dudLEmm+1sfd = dLEm+1,msfd = 0j .
We shall show that CsK \Gd is generated by hC
ab
sid u iÞr ,r+1;a ,bPIj.
Note that all the elements of hC
ab
sid u iÞr ;a ,bPIj are annihilated by dLEmm+1 and dLEm+1,m
except for C
ab
sr+1d
, for which we have
dLEmm+1sCab
sr+1dd = − s− 1dfag+fbgtm+1,at¯mb, s4.13d
dLEm+1,msCab
sr+1dd = − s− 1dfag+fbgtmat¯m+1,b, a,b P I . s4.14d
Note that as a Usgd-module, CsGd has a filtration defined by the degrees of the polynomials in
the tab and the t¯ab, and the filtration on the Usl0d-module CsGddLUsl0d defined by the degrees of the
polynomials in the hC
ab
sid u iÞr ;a ,bPIj is compatible with this filtration. Thus in order to find those
f PCsGddLUsl0d such that dLEmm+1sfd=LEm+1,msfd=0, by passing through to the associated graded
modules defined by these filtrations if necessary, we may assume that f is homogeneous of degree
m in the elements of hC
ab
sid u iÞr ;a ,bPIj. We consider an element f PCsGddLUsl0d as a polynomial in
hC
ab
sr+1d ua ,bPIj with coefficients being polynomials in hC
ab
sid u iÞr ,r+1;a ,bPIj. Set Cab=Cab
sr+1d
sa ,bPId. Then by Proposition 4.1, the subalgebra kCab ua ,bPIl has a basis consists of elements
of the form
Ca1b1
p1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdt, s4.15d
with faig+ fbig=0s1ł iłsd, fcjg+ fdjg=1s1ł jł td, and piø0s1ł iłsd are integers. Extend such
a basis of kCab ua ,bP Il to a homogeneous basis B of CsGddLUsl0d, so that the elements of B are of
the form
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CCa1b1
p1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdt, s4.16d
where C is a monomial in hC
ab
sid u iÞr ,r+1;a ,bPIj. Now let us write f =o0łkłmfk, where fk is a
linear combination of the basis elements of s4.16d such that oipi+ t=k and degsCd+k=degsfd. The
action of Emm+1 ssimilarly for Em+1md on the elements of s4.5d can be computed by using s4.13d,
and we have
dLEmm+1sCa1b1
p1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdtd = − oi=1
s
s− 1dtpiCa1b1
p1 fl Caibipi−1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdttm+1ait¯mbi
+ Ca1b1
p1 fl Casbsps oj=1
t
s− 1d jCc1d1 fl Cˆ cjdj fl Cctdttm+1cjt¯mdj .
s4.17d
Since the product map of CsGd is a Usgd-module homomorphism fsee s3.6dg, by s4.17d the action
of Emm+1 on the elements of s4.16d is given by
dLEmm+1sCCa1b1
p1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdtd
= − s− 1dfCgCo
i=1
s
s− 1dtpiCa1b1
p1 fl Caibipi−1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdttm+1ait¯mbi
+ s− 1dfCgCCa1b1
p1 fl Casbsps oj=1
t
s− 1d jCc1d1 fl Cˆ cjdj fl Cctdttm+1cjt¯mdj , s4.18d
where Cˆ cjdj means that the factor Ccjdj is omitted.
For an element x of the form s4.16d, let x8sabd be
CCa1b1
p1 fl Cai−1bi−1pi−1 Caibipi−1Cai+1bi+1pi+1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cctdt,
or
CCa1b1
p1 fl Casbsps Cc1d1 fl Cˆ cjdj fl Cctdt,
depending on whether sabd= saibid or sabd= scjdjd.
Let us make some observations. First note that since
km+sh ^ gd,al = kh ^ g,Dsadl, h,g P Usgd0, a P Usgd ,
if hbi u1ł ił,j,CsGd is a set of linearly independent functions which are constants on Usk0d and
htm+1at¯mb ua ,bPJ,Ij is linearly independent, then the set hbitm+1at¯mb u1ł ił, ,a ,bPJj is linearly
independent. Then note that if Scd,B with Ccd appearing in every element for a fixed pair c and
d, then the set
Scd8 = hx8scddux P Scdj
is linearly independent. In fact the elements of Scd and CcdScd8 are the same up to signs. Finally
note that the only relation among the elements in htm+1at¯mb ua ,bPIj is fsee s3.1dg
o
aPI
tm+1at¯mas− 1dfag = o
1łałm
tm+1at¯ma − o
m+1łałm+n
tm+1at¯ma = 0,
and this relation can only come from svia the map dLEmm+1d
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o
1łałm
Caa − o
m+1łałm+n
Caa = o
1łałm
o
c=m+1
lr+1
tcat¯ca − o
m+1łałm+n
o
c=m+1
lr+1
tcat¯ca = − kr+1,
i.e., a constant.
These observations together with s4.18d imply that dLEmm+1sfd=dLEm+1,msfd=0 if and only iff = f0, i.e., f is independent of Cabsr+1dsa ,bPId. Therefore, we have the following.
Lemma 4.5: CsK \Gd is generated by the elements of
hCab
sidui Þ r,r + 1;a,b P Ij . s4.19d
By Theorem 2.1 and the first fundamental theorem of the invariant theory of the general linear
group, CfX ,X¯ gCsUsldd is generated by Cˆ
ab
sidsiÞr ,r+1;a ,bPId, and Cˆ
ab
srd
−Cˆ
ab
sr+1dsa ,bPId. We have
jsCˆ
ab
sidd=C
ab
sidsiÞr ,r+1;a ,bPId, which yield all the elements of s4.19d. This establishes the short
exact sequence
0 → JCsUsldd → CfX,X¯ gCsUsldd → CsK \ Gd → 0
of Usld ^ Usld-module algebras, thus proves the first claim of Theorem 4.2.
Let us now consider the subalgebra CsK \GddRUsl0d of CsK \Gd, which is generated by the
elements of the set hCsi,jd u iÞr ,r+1; jÞrj, as follows from results of the last section. Among all
the elements of this set, only Csi,r+1d are not annihilated by dREmm+1 and dREm+1,m. Thus similar to
the case of the left action, we can prove that f PCsK \GddRUsl0d satisfies dREmm+1sfd=0 and
dREm+1,msfd=0 if and only if it is independent of the Csi,r+1dsiÞr ,r+1d. Observe that
CsK \ G/Kd = hf P CsK \ GddRUsl0dudREmm+1sfd = dREm+1,msfd = 0j .
We have
Lemma 4.6: CsK \G /Kd is generated by the elements of
hCsi,jdui, j Þ r,r + 1j . s4.20d
By Theorem 2.1 and the first fundamental theorem of the invariant theory of the general linear
group, CfX ,X¯ gCsUsldd^FsUsldd is generated by
Cˆ si,jd,Cˆ sr,jd − Cˆ sr+1,jd,Cˆ si,rd − Cˆ si,r+1d, i, j Þ r,r + 1, a,b P I ,
and since
jshCˆ si,jdui, j Þ r,r + 1jd = hCsi,jdui, j Þ r,r + 1j ,
we have the following short exact sequence of Usld ^ Usld-module algebras:
0 → JCsUsldd^FsUsldd → CfX,X¯ gCsUsldd^FsUsldd → CsK \ G/Kd → 0,
which is equivalent to the second claim of Theorem 4.2.
Remark 4.3: Geometric homogeneous superspaces have been studied since the 1970s, see, for
example, Refs. 8 and 13. Symmetric superspaces were also classified by Serganova in Ref. 23 at
the level of Lie superalgebras. In relation to our algebraic definition of homogeneous superspaces,
one may ask the following question. Let P be the parabolic subgroup of GLsm un ,Ld with Lie
superalgebra p. We have the homogeneous superspace GLsm un ,Ld / P sunderstood as a left coset
of Pd. Now let l be the Levi factor of p and take k= ls,˛i, with u being the Hopf p-superalgebraic
structure of Usgd corresponding to the compact real form of the general linear superalgebra
fdefined by s4.3dg. Then the question is whether the homogeneous superspace determined by
CsK \Gd is the same as GLsm un ,Ld / P in some appropriate sense. We expect the answer to be
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affirmative, but have not been able to locate a reference, which addresses any form of the question,
in the literature on supergeometry.
V. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS ON CK\G WITH MAXIMAL RANK K
We keep notations from the last section. In particular, we fix the p-structure u of Usgd given
by s4.3d, which corresponds to the real form usm und for the general linear superalgebra. We use l
to denote the Levi factor of a parabolic subalgebra of g, and set k= ls,˛i. The homogeneous
superspaces studied in this section are all examples of symmetric superspaces in the sense of Ref.
22 ssee Tables 2 and 3 in Ref. 23d.
A. The case with k=um zn−1u1
We first examine in some detail the spherical functions on the homogeneous superspace
corresponding to k=usm un−1d % us1d, where the complexification l of k is the subalgebra of g
spanned by the elements Eij, i , jPI \ hm+nj, and Em+n,m+n. But before discussing the superalgebra
CsK \Gd, let us introduce the following superalgebra.
Definition 5.1: CsS2n−1u2md“CsGddLURsusmun−1dd relative to usm un−1d,k.
More explicitly,
CsS2n−1u2md = hf P CsGdudLksfd = eskdf , " k P URsusmun − 1ddj .
We can modify the analysis of Sec. IV C to construct CsS2n−1u2md. With the help of Theorem 2.1 for
glsm un−1d, we can show that CsS2n−1u2md is generated by
za “ tm+n,a, z¯a “ t¯m+n,a,
Qab “ o
c,m+n
t¯catcbs− 1dfbgfcg+fcg, a P I ,
where za and z¯a are odd if ałm, and even otherwise. The defining relations of CsGd imply Qab
=dab1−zaz¯bs−1dfbg. Thus the za and z¯a generate CsS2n−1u2md by themselves. We have the following
result.
Lemma 5.1: The subalgebra of CsS2n−1u2md of CsGd is generated by za, z¯a, aPI, which satisfy
the following relation:
o
aPI
z¯aza = 1 . s5.1d
Remark 5.1: The notation suggests CsS2n−1u2md be the superalgebra of functions on the super-
sphere. This can be understood as follows. Under the p-map v defined by s4.4d, we have
vszad = z¯a, vsz¯ad = za.
Thus we may interpret z¯a as the complex conjugate of za, and this indeed makes perfect sense
when za and z¯a are regarded as functions on G ssee Sec. IV Ad. Thus Eq. s5.1d defines a super-
sphere in analogy with the embedding of a supersphere S2n−1u2m in Cnum. This also indicates the
importance of the p-structure in determining the underlying supermanifold of CsK \Gd.
Remark 5.2: When k=usm un−1d % us1d, we have CsK \Gd=CsS2n−1u2mddLus1d. This superalgebra
embedding CsK \GdCsS2n−1u2md corresponds to a projection from S2n−1um to the symmetric su-
perspace, which is the supergeneralization of the Hopf map S2n−1→CPn−1. Therefore, we shall
regard the symmetric superspace associated with CsK \Gd as an algebraic analogue of the projec-
tive superspace CPn−1um.
We denote CsK \Gd by CsPn−1umd when k=usm un−1d % us1d. Lemma 5.1 immediately leads to
the following result.
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Lemma 5.2: The superalgebra CsPn−1umd is the p-subalgebra of CsS2n−1u2md generated by the
quadratic elements zaz¯b, a ,bPI.
Proof: Since for all a, dLEm+n,m+nza=za, and dLEm+n,m+nz¯a=−z¯a, any dLus1d-invariant element of
CsS2n−1u2md must be a polynomial in zaz¯b, a ,bPI. This result can also be obtained in a more direct
way by using Theorem 4.2. j
Remark 5.3: We should emphasize that elements of CsPn−1umd are functions on the projective
superspace that are not holomorphic in general because CsPn−1umd is a p-superalgebra.
Now we use Theorem 4.2 to extract the algebra CsPn−1umddRURskd of spherical functions on the
projective superspace. Let z“zm+n and z¯= z¯m+n. We have the following.
Theorem 5.1: The algebra of the spherical functions on the projective superspace is gener-
ated by r“zz¯ as a p-subalgebra of CsPn−1umd. When n.1, the spherical functions form a poly-
nomial algebra in one variable. When n=1, we have s1−rdm+1=0.
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 that the algebra CsPn−1umddRURskd of the
spherical functions on the projective superspace is indeed generated by the single element r.
When n=1, all the zc, z¯c, cłm, are odd. Thus the sm+1dth power of 1−r=ocłmzcz¯c vanishes
identically.
To study the case with n.1, we first analyze CfGLng, the algebra generated by the matrix
elements of the contravariant and covariant vector representations of glsnd. Let q=glsn−1d
% gls1d be the subalgebra of glsnd embedded block diagonally. Set A=CfGLngdLUsqd^dRUsqd. Recall
that CfGLng is semisimple as a left module Usqd-module under the action dLUsqd ^ dRUsqd. There
exists a surjective dLUsqd ^ dRUsld-module map c :CfGLng→A. Let c* , sid−cd* :Usglsndd
→Usglsndd be vector space maps defined by
kf ,sid − cd*sudl = ksid − cdsfd,ul ,
kf ,c*sudl = kcsfd,ul, " u P glsnd, f P CfGLng .
Since the dual space pairing between CfGLng and Usglsndd is nondegenerate, there is a nondegen-
erate pairing between A and c*sUsglsnddd. Now as vector spaces,
c*sUsglsnddd > Usglsndd/sqUsglsndd + Usglsnddqd ,
where the right-hand side is clearly infinite dimensional. This in particular implies that the subal-
gebra A of CfGLng is infinite dimensional.
Let z :CsPn−1umddRURskd→CfGLng be the map defined for any f PCsPn−1umddRURskd and u
PUsglsndd by kzsfd ,ul= kzsfd , isudl, where i is the canonical embedding Usglsndd,Usgd. Then z
is an algebra homomorphism, and we have
zsCsPn−1umddRURsedd = A .
If there existed a nontrivial polynomial Psrd in r which was identically zero as an element of
CsPn−1umd, then CsPn−1umddRURskd would have to be finite dimensional over C. This contradicts the
fact that A is an infinite dimensional algebra. j
Let us now study the action of a generalized Laplacian operator on the spherical functions.
Recall that the quadratic Casimir of Usgd can be expressed as c=oa,b=1
m+n s−1dfbgEabEba. For any f
PCsK \G /Kd, we have dRX dRcsfd=dRc dRXsfd=0, " XP l. That is dRcsfdPCsK \G /Kd. Consider
the following generalized Laplacian operator on the homogeneous superspace:
„2 = − o
i=1
m+n−1
Ei,m+nEm+n,i.
Then the actions of dR„2 and
1
2dRc coincide on CsK \G /Kd. Thus dR„2 also maps CsK \G /Kd to
itself.
In the case of the projective superspace, we can show that
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dR„2srkd = krk−1fsm − n − k + 1dr + kg, k = 0,1, . . . . s5.2d
Let us now consider eigenfunctions of dR„2 in CsPn−1umddRURskd. Things turn out to be quite different
for m−n+1ł0 and m−n+1.0.
s1d If m−n+1ł0, there exists an eigenfunction ukPCsPn−1umddRURskd of dR„2 for each kPZ+
with dR„2sukd=ksm−n−k+1duk, where
uk = o
i=0
k
s− 1diSn − m + 2k − 2i DSki D
2
si!d2rk−i. s5.3d
Furthermore, the uk, kPZ+, span CsPn−1umddRURskd.
s2d If m−n+1.0, we let L=m−n+1, and denote by fL /2g the largest integer łL /2. Then there
exists an eigenfunction ukPCsPn−1umddRURskd of dR„2 for each non-negative integer k satisfy-
ing either kł fL /2g or k.L with dR„2-eigenvalue ksL−kd, where the uk are still given by
s5.3d. However, the uk’s do not span CsPn−1umddRURskd.
Note that if m−n+1.0, the operator dR„2 is not diagonalizable over CsK \G /Kd. The sim-
plest illustration comes from the case with L=1, where CsK \G /Kd is the direct sum of ha
+br ua ,bPCj and %k.1Cuksrd. While acting diagonally on the latter subspace, dR„2 acts on the
former subspace by dR„2sa+brd=b.
Remark 5.4: CsGd is not semisimple with respect to dRUsgd. There exist dRUsgd-submodules of
CsGd on which dRc cannot be diagonalized. Therefore, dR„2 is not diagonalizable on CsK \G /Kd in
general, and case s2d shows this fact.
B. The other maximal rank K cases
We assume that both m and n are greater than 2 in this section, and consider the maximal rank
K’s that correspond to the subalgebras kn,k“ ln,ks,˛i and km,k“ lm,ks,˛i, where
ln,k = glsmun − kd % glskd, 0 , k ł n ,
lm,k = glskd % glsm − kund, 0 , k ł m .
For the subalgebra kn,k, by Theorem 4.1, the corresponding homogeneous superspace CsKn,k \Gd is
generated by
Cab = o
c=m+n−k+1
m+n
tcat¯cb, a,b P I .
Note that fcg=1. As in Theorem 5.1, we can show that CfCabg forms a polynomial algebra in one
variable if fag= fbg=1; and if fag= fbg=0, then sCabdk+1=0 and sCabdkÞ0. Recall that by Propo-
sition 4.1, we always have sCabd2=0 if fag+ fbg=1. The subalgebra of spherical functions
CfKn,k \G /Kn,kg is generated by
C = o
c,a=m+n−k+1
m+n
tcat¯ca,
and forms a polynomial algebra in one variable. Similarly, for km,k, the symmetric superspace
CsKm,k \Gd is generated by
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Cab = o
c=1
k
tcat¯cb, a,b P I .
If fag= fbg=0, then CfCabg forms a polynomial algebra in one variable, and if fag= fbg=1, then
sCabdk+1=0 and sCabdkÞ0. The subalgebra of spherical functions CsKm,k \G /Km,kd is generated by
C = o
c,a=1
k
tcat¯ca,
as a polynomial algebra. To summarize, we have
Theorem 5.2: s1d If młn, then there is an onto algebra homomorphism,
f:CsKn,k \ Gd → CsKm,k \ Gd
which induces an isomorphism CsKn,k \G /Kn,kd→CsKm,k \G /Km,kd.
s2d For each 1łk,n, there is an onto algebra homomorphism,
fk+1,k:CsKn,k+1 \ Gd → CsKm,k \ Gd
which induces an isomorphism CsKn,k+1 \G /Kn,k+1d→CsKn,k \G /Kn,kd.
Proof: For s1d, we just need to note that any relation among the Cab holds for both algebras by
symmetry. For s2d, let the generators of CsKn,k \Gd described above be Cabskd sa ,bPI ,1łk
łnd, and define fk+1,k :CsKn,k+1 \Gd→CsKm,k \Gd by fk+1,ksCabsk+1dd= fsk+1d /kgCabskd. j
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